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Company Background
CAM Commerce Solutions was founded in 1983 and develops, markets, installs and 

services highly integrated Point-of-Sale, ERP and Payment Processing solutions for small 

to medium size retailers. We offer a wide variety of  products and services that address 

the automation needs of  pharmacy retailers.

At CAM, we know service and ongoing updates to the software are important 

considerations in the purchase of  a software system, it is important to know that the 

company behind the product will be around to protect and enhance your investment. 

CAM has over 100 employees dedicated to improving our products and serving our 

customers. We offer 800-number phone support seven days a week, and ongoing 

program enhancements.

Product Overview 
CAMPOS software provides a simple, affordable and powerful solution that automates 

the movement of  inventory in your store. This includes managing and selling inventory 

via sales orders or point-of-sale transactions, customer tracking, an integrated web 

storefront and accounting. Today, CAMPOS Point of  Sale Software is the only retail 

system that not only handles your sales and inventory, it automates the rest of  your 

business as well. CAMPOS integrated solutions include: point-of-sale, integrated 

payment processing, inventory control, a fully integrated eCommerce website, gift card, 

customer loyalty, and extensive management reporting. 

CAMPOS also specializes in offering unique modules for retailers in the pharmacy 

industry. As you can see, when you evaluate software to automate your store, you’ll 

soon learn that CAMPOS Point of  Sale software is the standard by which all others 

are measured.

Practice Settings / Markets Served
Retail / Community, Outpatient

Meeting & Tradeshow Attendance
NCPA, Cardinal RBC, McKesson

Client Base
400+ pharmacy customers currently use CAM 

Testimonials

With one system, retailers can now automate every  
facet of their retail eCommerce / POS operation.

CAMPOS by CAM  
Commerce Solutions
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Phone: (800) 726-3282
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Address: CAM Commerce Solutions
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Website: www.camcommerce.com

Features:
SIGIS Certified & IIAS Compliant
• With the addition of IIAS support and SIGIS certification, the CAM Pharmacy 
Point of Sale software allows pharmacies to accept FSA (Flexible Spending 
Account) cards.
• CAM is the leader in insuring that pharmacies are compliant with the new 
IRS legislation requiring point of sale systems support the new IIAS (Inventory 
Information Approval System) requirements. Working together with industry 
standards organizations such as SIGIS, CAM point of sale software has been 
certified and provides pharmacies with the required features to comply with these 
new IRS regulations.
Pharmacy System Integration
• We offer a seamless interface with many popular pharmacy systems. This will 
allow both systems to “talk” to each other and share pertinent RX, patient and 
sales information.
• CAM also offers powerful retail house charge account software. The RX number, 
co-pay, and patient name are passed from the CAM point of sale directly to the 
house account. The statements that print out at the end of the month have this 
information, which can reduce the number of service calls related to confusing 
statements, and is often a requirement of institutional or nursing home accounts.
• CAM Commerce Pharmacy POS Software gathers signatures for both RX 
signature logs and the HIPAA Notice of Privacy Policy (NOPP) and integrates this 
with your POS system for easy reference, reporting, and auditing. CAM gathers 
signatures, and stores each signature associated to proper customer, prescription 
number, and receipt. CAM backs-up (fully redundant) and archives all this 
information, eliminating paper storage and allowing easy retrieval and reporting.

CAMPOS Pharmacy Features
• IIAS/FSA Compliance

• SIGIS Eligible List

  Integrate with Leading
  Dispensary Software Packages

  Electronic Signature Capture 
  for HIPAA Compliance

  Controlled Substance Tracking

  Rx Barcode Scanning

  Accounts Receivable

  Rx Reporting/Prescription 
  Tracking

Retail Management Features
• Streamline Inventory Management Processes

• Connect with Customers and Build Loyalty

• Build Customized Reports for Better  

 Business Decisions

• Increase Sales and Inventory Turns

• Control Margins

• Auto Purchasing

• Easily Create Store Transfers

• Complete Customer Management Processes

• Multi-store Communications

• Integrated e-Commerce

• Credit Card Processing

“To find success in today’s pharmacy industry, you must be on the cutting edge of  

technology. There are many state and federal guidelines that must be adhered to 

and having the latest software is key. This is why we chose CAM’s POS system, 

integrated with our pharmacy management system.  As our industry changes and 

requirements are made, CAM makes the necessary adjustments to save us time  

and money.”

 Terry Bottorff, Owner

 The Druggist Pharmacy


